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MADE TO PROVIDE AN ACCURATE TRANSCRIPTION, THERE MAY BE MATERIAL ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR
INACCURACIES IN THE REPORTING OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE CONFERENCE CALL. IN NO WAY DOES TD ASSUME
ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER DECISIONS MADE BASED UPON THE INFORMATION PROVIDED
ON TD’S WEB SITE OR IN THIS TRANSCRIPT. USERS ARE ADVISED TO REVIEW THE WEBCAST (AVAILABLE AT
TD.COM/INVESTOR) ITSELF AND TD’S REGULATORY FILINGS BEFORE MAKING ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER
DECISIONS.

FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
From time to time, the Bank makes written and/or oral forward-looking statements, including in this presentation, in
other filings with Canadian regulators or the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, and in other
communications. In addition, representatives of the Bank may make forward-looking statements orally to analysts,
investors, the media and others. All such statements are made pursuant to the “safe harbour” provisions of, and are
intended to be forward-looking statements under, applicable Canadian and U.S. securities legislation, including the
U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to,
statements regarding the Bank’s objectives and priorities for 2011 and beyond and strategies to achieve them, and
the Bank’s anticipated financial performance. Forward-looking statements are typically identified by words such as
“will”, “should”, “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “intend”, “estimate”, “plan”, “may” and “could”.
By their very nature, these statements require the Bank to make assumptions and are subject to inherent risks and
uncertainties, general and specific. Especially in light of the uncertainty related to the financial, economic and
regulatory environments, such risks and uncertainties – many of which are beyond the Bank’s control and the effects
of which can be difficult to predict – may cause actual results to differ materially from the expectations expressed in
the forward-looking statements. Risk factors that could cause such differences include: credit, market (including
equity, commodity, foreign exchange, and interest rate), liquidity, operational, reputational, insurance, strategic,
regulatory, legal, environmental, and other risks, all of which are discussed in the Management’s Discussion and
Analysis (“MD&A”) in the Bank’s 2010 Annual Report. Additional risk factors include the impact of recent U.S.
legislative developments, as discussed under “Significant Events in 2010” in the “How we Performed” section of the
2010 MD&A; changes to and new interpretations of capital and liquidity guidelines and reporting instructions;
increased funding costs for credit due to market illiquidity and competition for funding; and the failure of third parties
to comply with their obligations to the Bank or its affiliates relating to the care and control of information. We caution
that the preceding list is not exhaustive of all possible risk factors and other factors could also adversely affect the
Bank’s results. For more detailed information, please see the “Risk Factors and Management” section of the 2010
MD&A. All such factors should be considered carefully, as well as other uncertainties and potential events, and the
inherent uncertainty of forward-looking statements, when making decisions with respect to the Bank and we caution
readers not to place undue reliance on the Bank’s forward-looking statements.
Material economic assumptions underlying the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are set out
in the Bank’s 2010 Annual Report under the headings “Economic Summary and Outlook”, as updated in the First
Quarter 2011 Report to Shareholders; for each business segment, “Business Outlook and Focus for 2011”, as
updated in the First Quarter 2011 Report to Shareholders under the headings “Business Outlook”; and for the
Corporate segment in the report under the heading “Outlook”.
Any forward-looking statements contained in this presentation represent the views of management only as of the date
hereof and are presented for the purpose of assisting the Bank’s investors and analysts in understanding the Bank’s
financial position, objectives and priorities and anticipated financial performance as at and for the periods ended on
the dates presented, and may not be appropriate for other purposes. The Bank does not undertake to update any
forward-looking statements, whether written or oral, that may be made from time to time by or on its behalf, except as
required under applicable securities legislation.
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All right. We'll get back going here. We'll just let a few folks wander in to settle down. I'm joined here next
by Bharat Masrani, and Bharat is the Group Head of US P&C Banking for TD Bank, America's Most
Convenient Bank. He's President and CEO of that institution.
He began his career at TD over 23 years ago and is -- started, I guess in 1987 as a commercial lending
trainee. Prior to his role in the U.S. he served as Vice Chair and Chief Risk Officer of TD Bank Financial
Group, a position he held from May 2003.
During his tenure with TD he's been a Senior Vice President and Chief Executive Officer of TD
Waterhouse Investor Services in Europe, Senior Vice President of Corporate Finance and Co-head in
Europe, a Vice President and Country Head for India, and a Vice President and Head of Corporate
Banking in Canada, so a very varied international career.
And Bharat, before we begin may I remind you and our listeners that you may make forward-looking
statements that represent management's views as of today. And these statements are meant to assist
listeners in understanding the Company's financial position, objectives, priorities and anticipated financial
performance and may not be appropriate for other uses or purposes.
Actual results could differ materially from what is discussed, and listeners should consult the Company's
regulatory findings for the risk factors underlying these statements, which are filed with the Securities and
Exchanges and on TD's website. So Bharat, thank you for joining us.
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
Thank you.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
Bharat, just to start, what key messages would you like investors to take away from today's session?
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Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
Well, Peter, when you were describing my career there I said, "What does this mean? I can't keep a job in
the bank." No, but thank you for having me. It's great to see you again, great to be here. I think I was here
a couple of years ago and great to see a lot of familiar faces in the crowd as well.
So what are my key messages? My key message is that TD Bank, America's Most Convenient Bank, is
now among the top 10 banks in the United States. Its value proposition is centered around service and
convenience. We are America's most convenient bank. We consistently outgrow the market. We have
continued our growth trajectory in the U.S. through the great recession and through the financial crisis.
And from my perspective our progress has been steady, and I expect us to show good progress in the
coming timeframe.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
Okay. Well, as you mention, TD really is a -- what I consider to be anyway -- a super regional in the U.S.
in terms of your share of the overall market and particularly on the East Coast. A lot of observers have
commented we're at the front end of a consolidation wave in U.S. banking. So I'd like to get your view on
that and you're number seven, at least as I measure it, on the list of leading U.S. deposit takers. Do you
need to -- does your national banking -- national, pardon me, ranking matter or are you focused more
where you stand on your target geographies?
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
Yes, so I think this applies everywhere, but particularly in the United States. Banking is quite local so I
mean national rankings are interesting. It's good sport to look at where you stand nationally, but what
matters is your scale and ranking within the markets you compete in.
And like I said, banking is quite local to the extent that in many markets that we operate it is at the county
level so national rankings really don't matter. It's whether we have sufficient scale in the markets where
we operate and so currently I think we do. Where we don't we have an organic growth capability which I
feel is fairly unique that we are able to get into a market and open new stores and take share and in fact
have a more of a sustainable organic franchise.
As far as consolidation, your original, your first part of your question, yes. There has been a lot of
consolidation, the 7,800 banks or 8,000 depending on who you ask in the United States. And I'm sure that
will continue as markets evolve.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
Yes. What, I mean invariably when a larger name comes up in the media as a potential target, TD comes
up as a potential acquirer. That's no surprise. Can you talk about TD's approach to the larger
transformational deals? Is that something really that's in TD's you know, current horizon?
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Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
In a large transformational deal, I guess it's all definitional, but I'd say if you look at the U.S. market, and I
think I've said this previously, I think Ed has said this as well, that we are quite disciplined. We have to be
satisfied that the macro picture is manageable, that there is sufficient amount of transparency and
visibility on asset values.
There's lots going on in the U.S. right now that is not overly friendly to banks, regulatory reform, political
pressures, a lot of reorganizing, restructuring going on. So a lot of uncertainties around that. So I'd say for
a large transformational type of a deal we need to be satisfied that all those issues that I talked about are
manageable. And frankly, that there is greater transparency and visibility on asset values. We don't see
that currently.
Frankly, from my perspective, Peter, I don't stay up nights thinking about what's the next bank we buy.
We've got a fantastic franchise. We operate that franchise and we are growing it every quarter, and I feel
very comfortable where we are. We don't have to do any deals.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
When you look at either you're evaluating your own current business or you're looking at acquisition
targets, do you focus more on the left or the right-hand side of the balance sheet?
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
So I think this is leading to the Chrysler Financial question, so if you look at our U.S. franchise, we do
generate a tremendous amount of deposits, core deposits, low cost deposits from the bank's perspective,
which is great because it comes with transaction accounts. It gives us relationship with customers. It
allows us to have more customers every day than what we had yesterday.
But we also find ourselves where the asset side of our balance sheet is not as big as our deposit side. So
we have been outgrowing the asset side of our balance sheet, but we do have a lot of room to grow. So
where we are able to find entities like Chrysler Financial, which is in the auto finance business, it's an
asset class that is very attractive. It has performed remarkably well through this recession. And this is not
-- shouldn't be surprising.
The headline sounds interesting that in the U.S. people are quite willing to give up their homes but not
their cars. And there's a good reason for that because if you don't have a car then it's tough to get to your
job, et cetera. So it's a very attractive asset class. It's well tried out, and we have good experience in
Canada. We have a smallish business in the U.S. And with that platform it gives us an opportunity to build
up our asset side of our balance sheet.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
How do the yields compare on a car loan, say, versus a mortgage loan?
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Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
Car loans are compelling yields. It does not carry the same type of risks as a mortgage would. Car loans
are relatively short in duration. They do not have the convexity risk that you have in mortgages. As many
of you know U.S. mortgages you can have a 30-year fixed term. It can be prepaid without any penalty or
refinanced without any penalty whereas a car loan you don't have those structural issues, so very
attractive from our perspective.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
Right. Just wondering, thinking about -- you're due to integrate Chrysler later this year and then you'll
have the challenge of restarting the origination platform. Maybe that's going to be a challenge, but maybe
talk about if you could some of the competitive advantages you think TD has in that effort?
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
So firstly the platform itself, it wasn't too long ago where this was the same platform that was originating a
substantial amount of business. It is a proven platform over many, many years. And it has the
management team, the processes and frankly, the back end technology infrastructure that is necessary in
order to effectively manage this type of business. So we're very happy that it has all those features and
frankly one other great attribute it its ability to sign up dealers. And we've been quite happy. I mean
dealers are not close so whatever we see we are happy as to how it's progressing.
So what advantages does TD bring? I think firstly we know the business well. I think TD has shown over
many, many years that we can be in that business. We can grow it profitably. We can manage the risks
well, and so I think that would be a useful attribute. I think our brand positioning in the U.S. should be very
helpful. I think our funding advantages are set. We have great advantage. We don't have funding issues
like perhaps some other institutions might.
And frankly, we provide the service models as well that the bank is famous for so I think when you
combine all that we do bring quite a lot to the table. But here the part that is particularly attractive for us is
that we do acquire a management team as well, a management team that has proven that it can not only
run this business well but that it can grow it profitably.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
Right. Just staying on the funding advantage, is that your major source of value in terms of TD's U.S.
franchise? And is that what's behind TD's fairly intense focus on service and convenience at the retail
branch level?
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
Service in my view, the only sustainable competitive advantage one can derive in our business is through
service and convenience. We are not a type of business where you can create a competitive advantage
either through offering or products or pricing. Yes, you might be able to do that for a while but frankly,
those attributes are generally replicated in a matter of months or seconds sometimes. So the only
sustainable position is that. And in our minds that is a position that we have in Canada. We've had that
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over many, many years. If you look at TD Canada Trust nobody -- I might be biased because I am a TD
banker, we do do very well on the service and convenience part of our value proposition.
If you look in the U.S. we do the same. We are America's Most Convenient Bank. We make it convenient
not only with respect to hours. We make it convenient if you have a pet we'll make banking convenient for
you. If you have children we'll make banking more convenient for you. If it's raining outside we'll make it
more convenient for you. So we have this unique proposition that allows us to grow, that allows us to
have more customers every day. And when you have that and the model attracts the core checking
accounts you'll always have that funding advantage because you're attracting the core deposit accounts
that you can cross sell to, that create transactions for you and provides you with stable funding.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
Okay. Well, speaking of cross sell your -- you continue to gather relationships at the branch level, and you
have the TD Ameritrade product set, which I know you're busy incorporating into your value proposition
for the bank. Can you give us an update on that?
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
So firstly I'd say it's, again, maybe I've said this word too many times, but it is a unique opportunity for us.
There are not many institutions in the U.S. that has a world-class, online brokering capability like TD
Ameritrade has. It is the largest online company for trades in the world. And we have a sizeable bank that
is on the East Coast of the United States so we do have those two characteristics that are relatively
unique.
And if you look at our legacy on the banking side in the U.S., when we acquired a couple of these
institutions they did have what I'd call small financial advisory businesses, which was low end brokeragetype of entities that were not of scale. And frankly, did not have a compelling sort of value proposition for
our customers.
So what did we do? We in fact reorganized and shut those businesses down because we -- our view was
that the TD Ameritrade offering is far more compelling for that set of customers. And so we shut it down
and started a whole new program with TD Ameritrade where we now refer customers to TD Ameritrade,
and I'm very happy to report that that is going quite well. In fact, last quarter we had most of our stores in
the U.S. now referring clients to TD Ameritrade. So that's going quite well for us and for TD Ameritrade,
obviously.
And we also started to manufacture certain banking-type of products for TD Ameritrade clients, some
savings offerings, some CDs as well. So I think we are starting to see more co-operation, more
compelling offerings for our respective customer base, which should be a good thing for the bank.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
Okay. Thanks. So I'll open up for questions from the floor if we have anyone?
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Unidentified Participant
Yes, my question is on the U.S. operations, the ROE, not talking about TD Ameritrade here but traditional
banking operations so they've improved. They're now at -- the ROE, I think, is now in the high single digit.
So can it reach one day the ROE of your Canadian operation? And what are your levers to improve that
ROE?
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
Yes. Great question and I get asked this at every conference I attend. Without a doubt if you look back at
our history we did enter the United States by acquiring institutions and there's goodwill attached to that.
But I think more important from my perspective is, you know are we growing our franchise? Because
when we grow our franchise the amount of capital we have attached to that growth is what we call
operating capital, and I think we've talked about this previously. And returns on that operating capital are
above 20%.
So as long as we are growing our franchise our returns should improve. And so yes, my view is that our
returns will show progress over time. And frankly, when I look at the history of TD whenever we have
entered new businesses or bought major other institutions, we started on that path and then we have
consistently shown that over the years we're able to take those franchises and outgrow the market. And
as long as we are able to do that I feel confident that our returns will continue to show progress.
The question will we match our Canadian business? I think we have a great business in Canada. My job
is to continue to show progress in our returns in the U.S., and I think that comes through growth.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
Do we have any others? Okay, we'll come back to maybe a question on some risks or concerns that I've
heard from investors in TD's U.S. business, first is in commercial real estate. You have a reasonably
sizeable commercial real estate portfolio, and we've seen rather significant peak-to-trough corrections in
just the value of commercial real estate, 40% in the U.S., 36% on the U.S. East Coast. So how's this all
going to play out just generally as an industry and then how do you see that playing out with TD? Are we
into an elevated period of charge offs at TD just in that asset class as a consequence?
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
So I think commercial real estate or real estate generally has been in the part of the great recession, I
guess, for the last three years or so. But I think, Peter, to put all of real estate in one category is probably
not appropriate. I think there are pockets of the commercial real estate business that are more distressed
than others. So for example, is for-sale residential real estate really distressed? And the answer is yes.
Fortunately for my bank we were not big players in that traditionally as a bank it has not been a big part of
our risk appetite. And yes, so we did see some distress through that segment over the past three years,
and we did take some losses. And we talked about it previously in various earnings calls.
But there are other aspects of real estate that have shown quite good stability. I think income producing
properties have shown well. I think if you are in some of the major metro markets such as metro New
York there appears to be stability. In fact, values in certain segments are going up so I think when we talk
about real estate we have to get quite granular as to what makes sense, what doesn't. In our case we did
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talk a lot as to what's in our portfolio at our investor day last year, and I'd urge people if they have an
interest to look at that.
Yes, it is a segment that one has to worry about, but in our case I think we've shown that not only have
we managed this book through the great recession, but the legacy institutions that we acquired did have
conservative risk appetites. The risk management was quite good. You add TD to the mix. TD, as many
of you know, we have a conservative way of managing this risk. So with that combination you've seen the
results through this market.
As to the future, I think one of the good things for our institution has been that whenever we've done deals
we -- in our legacy book as well, firstly it's in our footprint. We did not do any subprime. These were real
estate deals that were originated by our bankers. We did not buy anybody else's books. And our
underwriting was in a manner where in many cases, in a lot of cases, we had outside support for the real
estate book we have. And the result is what you see now. So yes, I worry about it. I've been in lending for
many years. I know it can be unforgiving if you get it wrong, but I like the position that we have relative to
perhaps some other banks.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
Maybe just on interest rate risk, we're entering into a period of perhaps a rising -- or entering into a rising
rate environment. And the last time that happened we did see some U.S. banks with large securities
portfolios feel real squeezed in terms of net interest margin. You talk about TD does have a large
securities book. Can you talk about how you're positioned for that?
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
Yes. So again, I think one of the key features of TD's risk appetite is our lack of appetite for interest rate
risk. We manage quite a matched book. It's not a type of risk that the bank finds attractive. We think over
a cycle or through a rate cycle there just isn't enough of a return to take those types of risks. And frankly,
I'm not sure that I should be positioning the bank with a lightning bolt at 4 o'clock in the morning as to
where the rates are going to go and take position.
So as a bank we have got very limited appetite for that type of risk. We manage it in a very narrow band
and in fact our, what I call earnings value at risk, I think in your previous role you know all these terms
that we use, is very -- quite small relative to the size of the bank. So I don't worry about it. I think it is not
as big an issue for us. We do try and match durations on these types of investments we have. And while
rates have some impact, obviously it does -- you manage it through a cycle but it's not something that I
stay up at night for.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
I'll just go back to the audience one more time and see if there's any questions. Okay. Well, I'm going to
come back and ask you about the deposit base, which is a core, if I can use it, asset of the bank. So I
guess the first thing that jumps out at me about the deposit base is the rather significant increase in
deposits sourced from TD Ameritrade, really over the past two years.
To what extent is the run up in these deposits due to traders re-allocating their cash balances to TD as
opposed to getting out or staying out of the market? Put differently, if equity markets continue to perform
as well as they have, do you see the potential for any outflow of these deposits?
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Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
Well, obviously I let my friend Fred Tomczyk, the CEO of TD Ameritrade give you all the details, but from
a big picture, general perspective I'd say that these deposits have been remarkably sticky over many,
many years. I think these deposits, the type of clients Ameritrade has is less sensitive on cash returns
and more sensitive on what they do generally with their investments.
And frankly, equity markets have had a good run and you've seen consistency in those deposits with us.
So and then lastly I'd make the point that TD Ameritrade as well has done remarkably well in attracting
assets through its franchise and whenever you attract assets a portion of it is in cash. So when you
combine all that you see good growth in those deposits and frankly consistency in those deposits. So no,
if past is any guide here we are seeing a remarkable amount of stability in that deposit base.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
And I guess just the other question just on the deposit base, there's approximately $10 billion in deposits
sourced from state and local governments in the Northeast. Just wondering does the cost pressures on
state and local governments and the potential for deficits, which are -- I guess states can't run deficits -- is
there a potential that you have just a deposit runoff from that segment of your business?
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
So firstly I'd say that we've been quite disciplined in managing that particular segment. We believe that it's
not a part of our core strategy just to attract hot money for our deposit base. We like to make sure that our
deposit growth is coming from the core part of our franchise. And so where we have those types of
deposits for the most part we have a deeper relationship with those municipalities.
A lot of these deposits are sort of when tax revenues come up and they come in and they get spent after
six months or whatever. So it's not the type of deposits you would think for a lot of them. So no, I know
states are running -- are distressed from their financial perspective, but given our model, given our type of
relationships we have I don't see a particular risk to us. And we've not been growing that book
substantially for the reasons you outlined, and we know that it's key that we continue to support our key
relationships in that particular segment.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
Okay, just maybe one final question or series of questions just on your organic loan growth. We've talked
about the Chrysler opportunity. We talked about commercial real estate. But we've seen pretty healthy
organic growth really throughout 2010. And I presume we'll continue to see that into 2011, particularly
from residential mortgages and commercial and industrial lending. Can you provide some context on the
bank's efforts to bulk up its origination capability in these areas? What's driving that growth?
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
So let's take mortgages first, Peter. When you look back when we acquired two of the main banks that we
bought, Banknorth and Commerce, neither of these institutions had a large mortgage business as such.
In fact, one of the institutions had subcontracted mortgages to a third party. So we were keen that we
build out a new platform, what we call for home loans. It was an important part of the business because
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we have a fantastic franchise, as I mentioned earlier, that is focused on service and convenience, but a
lot of our customers had mortgages elsewhere.
So we wanted to become America's Most Convenient Bank for mortgages as well for our own key clients.
So we built out a new platform. We put out new products for our stores to sell and what we found was that
whenever we have a mortgage with a customer we have about five products with that customer. When
we don't have a mortgage with that customer or a particular customer we have approximately two
products per that customer.
So it's turned out to be more of a relationship account. Over this crisis I think what it has shown is that it's
less commodity. It's more a relationship-type of a product, so very attractive from that perspective. And so
we are doing mortgages. From a risk perspective these are terrific mortgages. They are within our client
base. This gets generated through our stores. And frankly, given the momentum we've created we've
essentially doubled our book in the last two, two and a half years. We started from a small base.
So I'm very happy with our progress there. It is an asset class that is attractive, especially if you're staying
within your core client base where you're able to manage the risk and frankly cross sell other services,
which we've been able to do.
On the commercial side of the business, again, we were able to outgrow the market. I think if you look at
certain statistics since the recession started in late '07 until about the middle of 2010, we outgrew by 20
odd percent, our book grew by about 20%, 23%. I won't have the exact number there, but it's around that
kind of quantum, whereas the top banks in the U.S. reduced their lending by 4% or 5%. So we were able
to outgrow through that cycle as well. And that's been our model, right, when we open new stores or we
go to a new market, not only do we get retail customers but we as well, part of our model is to deliver the
whole bank. And we grow the commercial side of the house as well.
So I'm very happy with our growth numbers, especially considering what's been going on in the market.
It's turned out to be very attractive to us. It's been a tool with which we have acquired new clients, so I see
our journey on that continuing. I think with the acquisition of Chrysler Financial it gives us another leg,
another asset class in which we are relatively small in the U.S. compared to our business in Canada, and
Chrysler gives us that opportunity. So I think I see loan growth to be a key focus -- or a continued focus
for the bank.
Peter Routledge - National Bank Financial - Analyst
All right. Well, we're just about out of time so I'll thank you very much for spending the time with us and
wish you all the best.
Bharat Masrani - Toronto Dominion Bank - Group Head, US P&C Banking
Thanks, very much. Thank you. I appreciate it.
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